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Vampire death dealer Selene (Kate Beckinsale) fights to end the eternal war between the Lycan clan and the vampire faction
that betrayed her. . Fans of the saga have already begun to dream of a remake, as Katherine herself recently introduced it in the
film's advertising campaign. already three times, "Batman v Superman: Dawn of Justice" by Zack Snyder and "The Best Day"
by Timur Bekmambetov. For fans, this is a reason to rejoice. But that's why our critics downplayed this film to such an extent?
Here is an excerpt from a recent review: Actually, this is not the magic of "Sweeney Todd", but Hollywood magic. What is on
"Severity" that is not on "Superhero"? Naturally, the first: the picture. Ruthless and visually heavy suspense. Shocking shots of
fights, jumps, flights. Brilliant camera work in the frame. All the nuances, as if "on the spot". The click of a camera shutter, the
instant transition of the scene to another dimension, the change of environment, constant dynamics, lightning-fast movement,
mutations and all kinds of weapons in the hands, and ruthless explosions, spaceships and huge red shoes. Eight hours of
continuous tension. And all this time, the viewer is tormented by questions: why exactly these people, whose faces we see in the
frames of the film, are sitting in these chairs, why so much blood, where the corpses disappear and why they could not influence
the events in any way? Almost all scenes have a touch of real African sagas. But still, surprisingly, nothing particularly terrible
and supernatural. Second: the plot. Again, same thing. The whole film lasts about three hours, during which the same motifs and
scenes are constantly repeated: mysterious places, creepy underground passages, chases, murders, and at the end we see a battle
between two
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